PROGRAMME TARIFFS - COST PER HOUR
FACTUAL

TARIFF - COST PER HOUR

Individual Programmes
It is anticipated that the majority of individual
programmes will fall within this range but higher sums
can be considered for programmes that are high points
within the schedule.
£35,000 to £50,000 per hour
Short series
The majority of series will be within this range. Any
additional costs above these figures will be subject to
discussion depending on the nature of the programme
and any special requirements.

£30,000 to £45,000 per hour

Long term series
To be discussed depending on the nature of the series
but a considerable reduction in price would be expected
compare to the tariff for Short series.
Subject to discussion

ENTERTAINMENT

TARIFF - COST PER HOUR

Quiz programmes etc.
Programmes where a number can be produced within
one day.

£15,000 to £30,000 per hour

Factual Entertainment
Reality programmes, competitions, lifestyle etc.

£40,000 to £60,000 per hour

General entertainment
Programmes where performance is not the main
element

£40,000 to £50,000 per hour

Entertainment/performance
Series with performance as a main element (can be
musical or other performances such as acting/sketches) £40,000 to £85,000 per hour

PERFORMANCES

TARIFF - COST PER HOUR

Individual programmes as a rule such as concerts or
operas. Can include special programmes recorded
within a studio environment. Programmes with a slot
length longer than one hour would be expected to be
lower than a pro rata cost.

£40,000 to £100,000 per hour

EVENTS

TARIFF - COST PER HOUR

Events
To be discussed depending on the nature of the event
and coverage and the rights.

Subject to discussion

DRAMA

TARIFF - COST PER HOUR

Contemporary drama series

The licence fee will depend on location, number of
characters, script requirements etc.

£100,000 to £200,000 per hour

Period drama series
The licence fee will depend on location, number of
characters, script requirements etc.

£110,000 to £240,000 per hour

Other drama series
Drama series with a lower cost due to factors such as
the number of episodes, size of cast, a limited number
of locations and filming methods.

£75,000 to £120,000 per hour

Situation comedy/studio drama
£75,000 to £130,000 per hour
Single drama
The licence fee will depend on the cost of talent,
programme length, period of the drama as well as the
number and the nature of the locations.

Subject to discussion depending on
the script requirements and nature
of the production.

Sport
Subject to discussion depending on
the sport, rights and nature of the
coverage.
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